PROFILE NAME: Opioid RX Pathway Tribal

DIVISION RESPONSIBLE: DPH

PROFILE TYPE: F – Contract Controlled

CONTRACT TYPE: Other

REIMBURSEMENT PERCENTAGE: 100.000

LIMITATIONS: N/A

EXPENSES ROLL TO THIS PROFILE FROM: N/A

EXPENSES ROLL FROM THIS PROFILE TO: 65516

EXPENSES ALLOCATE TO THIS PROFILE FROM: N/A

EXPENSES ALLOCATE FROM THIS PROFILE TO: N/A

CATALOG OF FEDERAL DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE (CFDA) NUMBER: 93.136

PROFILE DESCRIPTION: Recipients of funds must support the CDC funded WI Prescription Drug Overdose Prevention for States grant’s stewardship approach to addressing the opioid epidemic. The purpose of this grant is to reduce the overdose death rate and other harms from prescription opioids using directed funding to cultivate expertise, build strong collaborative relationships, and initiate bottom-up community change guided by data and evidence-based strategies. Activities may include fostering improved and targeted community level response and promote and implement improved provider guidelines and education, and developing innovative rapid response topics.